FUSION
In an era of unprecedented change, we have created a service designed to immerse you in the
trends and technologies that will impact your business as well as a collaborative space to co-create
propositions to embrace that impact.
FUSION is a distinct service we offer in two dedicated spaces:
The FS Showcase
•• The FS Showcase is an environment designed to immerse you with the
disruptive trends and exponential technologies that will impact your
business.
•• Our goal is to make a lasting impression by designing thoughtprovoking experiences based on a bespoke journey that brings to life
Deloitte’s assets and expertise.
•• The Showcase’s flexibility allows the hosting of interactive workshops,
startup pitch events, engaging tech demos, hackathons and webinars.

The FinTech Lab
•• In the FinTech Lab, we bring together an ecosystem of expertise to tackle
the FS industry’s most difficult challenges.
•• The focus is to co-develop innovative propositions and continuously strive
to deliver tangible and value-creating outcomes for your business.
•• The Lab acts as an incubator for FinTech startups, a collaboration space
for clients and the wider ecosystem as well a co-location hub for our
FinTech, RegTech, Digital FS and Blockchain teams.

Our vision is to lead a new era of innovation and co-create the future of the FS industry in collaboration with our clients
and the global FinTech ecosystem.

•• Each FS Showcase experience is tailored specifically to
your desired outcomes. We pull together experiential
Deloitte assets and relevant digital enablers that
address the challenges and ambitions within distinct
areas of financial services.
•• The FinTech Lab houses the teams developing some
of Deloitte’s leading FS propositions:

We are currently building a number of prototypes and
conducting joint POCs with some of the UK’s leading
FinTech startups.
FUSION embodies the evolution of financial services –
a future focused on immersion, collaboration and
co-creation.
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